
1014 Omega Seamaster Professional Planet Ocean: a stainless 
steel cased automatic wristwatch, ref 22015100 serial no. 
81707xxx, circa 2006, the black baton dial with red 12/6/9 and 
marked Co-Axial Chronometer 600m/2000ft and with date 
aperture, fitted a 27-jewel cal 2500 movement, case 41mm 
wide, on graduated steel link Planet Ocean strap, with spare 
links, Omega and purchase tags, Warranty Pictograms and 
Chronometer cards, booklet and box. 
Note: watch mechanism is running at time of inspection but not 
checked for time keeping. 
£800-1,200

1015 Northern Goldsmiths Co, Newcastle: a 9ct yellow gold half 
hunter pocket watch, the white enamel roman dial with 
subsidiary seconds aperture, fitted 15-jewel crown wound 
movement, the plain case with blue enamel roman bezel to 
front and presentation inscription to interior dust cover, by 
Dennison, Birmingham 1929, 48mm wide, 95.9g gross. 
£400-700

1016 Joseph Denton, Hull: a gilt pair-cased open faced pocket 
watch, c.1780, the white enamel arabic dial fitted key wound 
verge movement no. 11500, case 55mm wide. 
£100-150

1017 Tudor Oyster Princess: a stainless steel cased automatic 
(Rotor Self Wind) lady's wristwatch, ref 7614, serial no. 783xxx 
circa 1972, the blue baton dial fitted movement cal 2650, case 
stamped II.72, 24mm wide, on later steel strap, with warranty 
book stamped and dated 1973, and boxed. 
£200-300

1018 Omega British Military: A stainless steel cased manual wind 
wristwatch, the black arabic dial with central seconds hand and 
broad arrow mark, fitted 17-jewel manual wind movement, cal 
283, no.13058xxx, the case back stamped with broad-arrow 
mark above 6645 101000 6b/542 10465/53, 38mm wide, on 
flexible strap; with Second World War medal group of original 
owner of the aforementioned watch, comprising War star, 
Africa star with 1st Army bar, Italy star, Defence medal and 
War medal, with medal box; and a selection of related papers. 
£1,000-2,000
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1019 Tudor: a 9ct yellow gold cased manual wind wristwatch, the 
Arabic dial with central seconds hand, fitted 15-jewel 
movement, the case by Dennison for Rolex stamped '12856 
840465', with inscription to back, case 32mm wide, on non-
original flexible strap. 
£100-200

1020 Omega Constellation Chronometer: a stainless steel cased 
automatic wristwatch, the silvered baton dial with day and date 
apertures, fitted 24-jewel movement cal 751 no.30792xxx, 
case 36mm wide, on Omega steel link strap, with guarantee 
and certificate booklets. 
Note: movement is not working and sold as seen. 
£100-200

1021 Curtis & Horspool, Leicester: a silver cased half-hunter pocket 
watch, the white enamel roman dial with subsidiary seconds, 
fitted crown wound movement no.127xx, the case by Alfred 
Fuller, London 1889, with blue enamel roman dial to front and 
engraved monogram to back, 50mm wide, 119.3g gross 
Note: watch mechanism is winding on and ticking over at time 
of inspection but not checked for time keeping. 
£80-120

1022 Vertex 'Dirty Dozen': a Second World War steel cased manual 
wind wristwatch, the black arabic dial with subsidiary seconds, 
fitted 15-jewel movement, the case stamped with broad-arrow 
mark below W.W.W. and numbered A12734 3525xxx, 35mm 
wide, fitted later canvas strap. 
Note: Watch mechanism winding on and ticking over at time of 
inspection but not checked on time keeping. 
'The Dirty Dozen' is the name given to a group of 12 watches 
commissioned by the Ministry of Defence for use by soldiers 
during WWII. The MoD ordered custom-built wristwatches from 
12 Swiss watchmakers: Buren, Cyma, Eterna, Grana, Jaeger-
LeCoultre, Lemania, Longines, IWC, Omega, Record, Timor 
and Vertex. Each company was given the specific brief of 
providing watches that were accurate, reliable and durable, 
with a black dial, Arabic numerals, luminous markers, a 
railroad minute track, shatterproof glass and a stainless-steel 
case. No matter the maker, these watches can be identified by 
the engraved 'W.W.W.' on the reverse, as well as the broad 
arrowhead mark on the dial, inner case, and reverse, and both 
military and civil serial numbers on the reverse. 
£600-900
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1023 J.W. Benson, London: a 9ct yellow gold cased manual wind 
wristwatch, the white enamel roman dial with subsidiary 
seconds, fitted 15-jewel movement no.190xxx, the case by 
Dennison, Birmingham 1933, 30mm wide, on black leather 
strap, with original receipt and box. 
Note: movement is winding on and ticking over at time of 
inspection but not checked for timekeeping. 
£100-200

1024 Omega Constellation: a gilt cased automatic chronometer 
wristwatch, ref 168010, serial no. 24284xxx, the silvered baton 
dial with date aperture, fitted 24-jewel movement cal 564, case 
35mm wide, on brown leather strap, with warranty book and 
box. 
£300-500

1025 Rolex Oyster Perpetual Date: a stainless steel cased 
automatic wristwatch, ref 1500, serial no. 65xxx, circa 1961, 
the black baton dial fitted a 25-jewel movement cal 1560, the 
case back stamped 1.61, case 34mm wide, on graduated link 
strap with 557B ends. 
Note: watch mechanism winding on and working at time of 
inspection but not checked for time keeping. 
£1,500-2,000

1026 Three Omega cocktail watch boxes; and one by Cyma. (4) 
£50-80

1027 Franck Muller Curvex Sunset: an 18ct white gold-cased quartz 
lady's wristwatch, with blue engine turned arabic dial fitted a 
five-jewel quartz movement, the case 25mm wide, fitted shy-
blue Franck Muller leather strap with 18ct white gold clasp. 
Provenance: Property of a Duchess. 
£1,000-1,500
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1028 Rolex Oyster Perpetual: a lady's 18ct yellow gold automatic 
wristwatch, ref. 67198, serial no. N189xxx, circa 1991, the 
case with fluted bezel around silvered baton dial, fitted a 29-
jewel movement, cal. 2130, movement no. 2904xxx, the case 
back inner stamped 67000, on gold graduated link bracelet 
strap with 93B ends and gold Rolex buckle, 59.5g gross, case 
25mm wide, no box or papers. 
£1,800-2,500

1029 An 18ct yellow gold cased Swiss open faced pocket watch, the 
white enamel roman dial with subsidiary seconds, in plain 
case, 46mm wide, 81.7g gross. 
Note: watch mechanism is winding on and ticking over at time 
of inspection but not checked for time keeping. 
£300-500

1030 An 18ct yellow gold cased open faced pocket marine 
chronometer, the white enamel roman dial with central 
seconds hand, the key wound movement no.469xx, the case 
by F.W, London 1942, with engraved cartouche, 55mm wide, 
135.8g gross. 
Note: watch mechanism is winding on and ticking over at time 
of inspection but not checked for time keeping. 
£600-900

1031 An 18ct yellow gold cased open faced fob watch, with white 
enamel roman dial, fitted crown wound movement no.788xx, 
the plain case by Samuel Yeomans, 1898 and engraved with 
monogram, 40mm wide, 63.8g gross. 
Note: watch mechanism is winding on and ticking over at time 
of inspection but not checked for time keeping. 
£250-350

1032 Waltham, Massachusetts for P.S. Bartlett: a 14ct yellow gold 
cased hunter pocket watch, the white enamel arabic dial with 
subsidiary seconds, the 17-jewel movement no. 23057xxx, the 
case engraved with landscape and bird within leaf boarder, 
50mm wide, 85.6g gross. 
Note: watch mechanism is winding on and ticking over at time 
of inspection but not checked for time keeping. 
£600-800
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1033 An 18ct yellow gold cased fob watch, the gilt roman dial with 
floral engraved decoration, fitted a key wound movement 
no.241156, in a floral engraved case by William Ehrhardt, 
Birmingham 1897, with later ribbon mount to base, 37mm 
wide, 45.0g gross. 
£300-500

1034 Rolex Oyster Precision: a stainless steel cased manual wind 
wristwatch, ref 6426, serial no. 1406xxx, circa 1966, the 
silvered baton dial fitted 17-jewel movement cal 1215, the case 
stamped with ref and II.66, engraved name and date to back, 
34mm wide, on a non-original steel and gilt link strap, with 
service pouch, receipt and booklet. 
Note: watch mechanism is winding on and ticking over at time 
of inspection but not checked for time keeping. 
£1,000-1,500

1035 Adam Routledge, Carlisle: a silver pair cased pocket watch, 
the white enamel roman dial fitted key wound verge movement 
no.222, the case by George Richards, London 1831, 55mm 
wide, on a silver graduated link albert watch chain, chain 
42cms long, 208.4g gross. 
£80-120

1036 Omega Constellation: a stainless steel cased automatic 
wristwatch, the metallic baton dial in square case, 26mm wide, 
on graduated steel link strap, boxed. 
£100-200

1037 Omega: a steel cased open faced pocket watch, the Arabic 
dial with subsidiary seconds, fitted a crown-wound 15-jewel 
movement cal 161, no.18668xxx, the plain case stamped 141-
62 to inside back, 48mm wide. 
Note: movement is winding on and ticking over at time of 
inspection but not checked for time keeping. 
£50-100
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1038 Rolex Oyster Perpetual Datejust: a steel cased automatic 
lady's wristwatch, ref 69240 serial no.L912xxx circa 1989, the 
gold-coloured dial with diamond numerals and date aperture 
within fluted bezel, inscribed 'Superlative Chronometer 
Officially Certified', fitted a twenty-six jewel automatic 
movement cal 1161, movement no.592xx, the case back 
no.69000A, on a replacement Rolex steel and yellow 
graduated link bracelet with '68' ends, case 25mm wide, with 
box and Datejust booklet, no punch papers. 
£1,500-2,000

1039 Rolex Oyster Perpetual Date: a steel cased automatic 
wristwatch, ref 15010, serial no.8171xxx circa 1984, the dial 
with roman and baton numerals and date aperture, within 
engineered bezel, fitted a twenty-seven jewel automatic 
movement cal 3035, movement no.1106xxx, inside case back 
stamped 15200, case 34mm wide, on graduated steep link 
strap with 557 ends, no box or papers. 
£1,500-2,000

1040 Rolex Oyster Perpetual Date: a steel cased automatic 
wristwatch, ref 1500, serial no. 1286xxx, circa 1966, the 
silvered baton dial with date aperture, fitted twenty-six jewel 
automatic movement, cal 1560, movement no.657xx, the case 
back interior stamped with ref and 'II.65', case 33mm wide, on 
non-original reproduction Rolex strap. 
£1,000-1,500
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1041 Rolex Oyster Perpetual GMT-Master Superlative 
Chronometer: a steel-cased automatic wristwatch, ref 1675 
serial no. 622***, circa 1960, the black dial with dot, baton and 
triangular numerals, red GMT hand with large arrowhead, 
subsidiary date aperture, surrounded by 'Pepsi' bezel and 
pointed crown guard, fitted later automatic twenty-six jewel 
movement cal 1560 no. 012***, case interior stamped ref 
'16750', 41mm wide, on later Jubilee steel bracelet strap with 
502B ends and buckle stamped 62510H; together with original 
purchase certificate with stamp from Red Sea Shop, Aden, 
receipt, and guarantee booklets dated 1965, GMT-Master 
paper, service pouch and styrofoam service case and box. 
Note from the vendor: This Rolex GMT Master is being sold by 
the family of the original purchaser. Our father bought the 
watch in the port city of Aden whilst serving on the Royal Navy 
commando ship HMS Albion during the time of the Aden 
Emergency in 1965. He was then a young man of 22 years. 
South Yemen was still at this point (1965) under British law 
until 1967 when the last troops pulled out. He owned and wore 
this watch for around 50 years until he latterly became too frail 
to wear it. It has been around the world several times and has 
had many adventures as he was a dedicated traveller and 
seaman both during his time in the Royal Navy and in his later 
years as a civilian. It has been well looked after and regularly 
serviced by Rolex engineers and comes with the original 
manufacturer certificate, guarantee and receipt of sale papers. 
We hope that the next owner enjoys it for both its historical and 
appreciative value. 
£6,000-8,000

1042 Omega 1938 Museum Collection 'The Pilot's Watch': a 
stainless steel cased automatic wristwatch, ref ST1672000, 
serial no. 80124xxx, circa 2010, limited edition no. 17xx/4938, 
the black arabic dial with subsidiary seconds, fitted 23-jewel 
movement cal 2200, case 40mm wide, no strap, Omega Pilot's 
Watch Certificate, warranty card, chronometer certificate and 
operating instruction book, Pilot's leather strap and chamois 
pouch, presentation box and outer card box, receipts of 
payment for purchase from Berry's, and other papers. 
Note: Movement ticking over at time of inspection but not 
checked for time keeping. The winder has been snapped of 
and is not retained, there is some sign of rust to the winding 
pin. 
£500-800

1043 Rolex Oyster Perpetual Datejust: a stainless steel cased 
automatic wristwatch, ref 6917, serial no.6649xxx, circa1981, 
the white dial with diamond numerals and subsidiary date 
aperture within an after-market diamond and emerald bezel, 
fitted 28-jewel movement cal 2030, the case back stamped 
6900, case 26mm wide, on bi-coloured steel and gold Rolex 
link strap. 
£2,000-3,000
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1044 Omega Speedmaster Professional: a stainless steel cased 
manual wind chronograph wristwatch, the black baton dial with 
subsidiaries and black Tachymeter bezel, fitted a cal 861 17-
jewel movement serial no.39920xxx, case 41mm wide, on 
graduated steel link bracelet strap, with Omega guarantee 
booklet, Northern Goldsmiths guarantee paper, chronograph 
booklet, spare link, and box. 
Note: watch is winding on and running at time of inspection but 
not checked for time keeping. 
£1,500-2,500

1045 Breitling Super Avenger: a black steel automatic chronograph 
wristwatch, model no. M13370 10, serial no.2536xxx circa 
2011, limited edition no.8xx/3000, the black dial with three 
chronograph dials and date aperture, red highlight details, 
case 50mm wide, on non-original non-Breitling rubber strap but 
with Breitling strap, warranty paper, booklets and certificate, 
boxed and with outer card case. 
£1,500-1,800

1046 Girard Perregaux: a diamond set 18ct white gold cased 
manual wind cocktail watch, the dial with baton and Arabic 
numerals, on 9ct white gold snake link strap, case 17mm wide, 
14.9g gross. 
£200-300

1047 Sicura 400: a stainless steel cased manual wind wristwatch, 
the black baton dial with arabic 12/6/9, marked 
'Superwaterproof Vacuum Tested' and with date aperture, 21-
jewel movement, case 40mm wide, boxed. 
Note: winders have ceased and movement isn't working at 
time of inspection. 
£50-100

1048 Rolex Oyster Perpetual Datejust: a lady's 18ct yellow gold 
cased automatic wristwatch, ref 69178, serial no.8781xxx circa 
1985, the gilt dial with diamond numerals and date aperture, 
marked 'superlative chronometer officially certified', fitted a 29-
jewel movement cal 2135, case stamped 69000A, case 25mm 
wide, on an 18ct yellow gold graduated link strap, 71.6g gross, 
with spare links, Rolex and sales tags and booklets, boxed. 
Note: watch mechanism is winding on and running at time of 
inspection but not checked for time keeping. There are no 
punch papers or other with this lot. 
£4,000-6,000
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1049 Rolex Oyster Perpetual Datejust: a gold and stainless steel 
cased automatic wristwatch, ref 16233, serial no. E900xxx 
circa 1990, the champagne baton dial with date aperture and 
marked 'superlative chronometer officially certified', fitted a 31-
jewel movement cal 3135, the case back stamped 16200, case 
36mm wide, on graduated steel and gold link strap, with punch 
papers stamped and dated '91, Rolex and sales tags, booklets 
and calendar cards, inner box and outer card case. 
Note: watch is winding on and running at time of inspection but 
not checked for time keeping. 
£2,000-3,000

1050 J.W. Benson, London: a 9ct yellow gold-cased half-hunter 
pocket watch, the white enamel roman dial with subsidiary 
seconds, fitted crown wound 15-jewel movement, the case 
dated 1932 and with blue enamel roman bezel to front, 50mm 
wide, 92.3g gross, cased. 
Note: watch mechanism is winding on and ticking over at time 
of inspection but not checked for time keeping. 
£300-500

1051 Oris Arrow Date: a stainless steel cased automatic wristwatch, 
the black arabic dial with outer date bezel with red crescent 
headed date hand, the 25-jewel movement cal 754, case 
35mm wide, on black leather strap, boxed. 
£250-350

1052 Swatch: five watches, ES124 Colour the Sky (2004); GW107 
White Out (1987); GW401 Deauville (1998); GK111 
Andromeda (1988); and GN109 Metroscape (1990), all boxed. 
Note: each watch has been fitted for a new battery and is 
ticking at time of inspection. 
£100-200

1053 Swatch: six watches comprising: YG737 (2006); SOJB700 
(2006); YPS403 (2006); STBB100 (2004); SAK102 Summit 92 
(1992); and YCS429 Irony Dark Phoenix (2002), all boxed. 
Note: each watch has been fitted for a new battery and is 
ticking at time of inspection. 
£100-200
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1054 Swatch White Loop Devotion: a printed plastic case quartz 
wristwatch, ref SUOZ170, S/S 2014, with printed design to 
case and strap, case 40mm wide, in Swatch Club box and with 
certificate. 
Note: watch has been fitted for a new battery and is ticking at 
time of inspection. 
£50-100

1055 Jacob & Co, New York, Five Time Zones: an 18ct yellow gold 
cased quartz wristwatch, ref JC10YG, serial no. xx110, the gilt 
dial with arabic quarters, date aperture and four other time 
zones labelled New York, L.A. Paris and Tokyo, also with date 
aperture, within a 51 brilliant cut diamond bezel, total diamond 
weight approximately 3.25 carats, the case 48mm wide, on 
blue leather strap, in box with plain steel bezel and a section of 
six Jacob & Co straps, booklet, warranty card (blank), 
appraisal certificate and cloth, and outer card box. 
£8,000-12,000

1056 Georg Jensen, Denmark: a stainless steel cased quartz 
wristwatch, ref 381, serial no. 1358xx, the silvered roman dial 
fitted 6-jewel movement cal 255 111, case 38mm wide, on 
brown leather strap. 
£200-300

1057 Tissot: a gilt steel cased quartz wristwatch, ref T063610a, 
serial no. 16JA0035xxx, with triangular-baton dial with arabic 
12/6, case 42mm wide, on brown leather strap. 
£50-100

1058 Cartier Panthere: a stainless steel cased quartz wristwatch, 
the silvered roman dial with date aperture within gold bezel, 
serial no. 8395706xxx, case 28mm wide, on gold and steel link 
strap, in Cartier service pouch. 
£1,000-2,000
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1059 Chopard, Geneve, St. Moritz: a stainless steel and 18ct yellow 
gold wristwatch, ref 8023-B, serial no. SM178XX, the gilt dial 
with diamond numerals and date aperture at '6 o'clock', within 
a brilliant-cut diamond bezel with screw-head design, fitted 
quartz movement, the steel case with details to back, on 
graduated bi-colour strap with double fold clasp, watch 32mm 
wide. 
Note: watch only, no box or papers. 
£700-1,000

1060 Rolex Oyster Perpetual Datejust: an 18ct yellow gold cased 
lady's automatic wristwatch, ref 69278, serial no.9843xxx, circa 
1987, the mother of pearl dial with diamond numerals and date 
aperture within an after-market diamond bezel, fitted a 29-
jewel movement cal 2135, the case stamped 69000A, 26mm 
wide, on a graduated 18ct yellow gold link strap, 72.3g gross, 
with 'pre-owed Rolex certificate of authenticity' from D&H 
Jewellers, boxed. 
Note: watch mechanism is winding on an ticking over at time of 
inspection but not checked for time keeping. 
£6,000-8,000

1061 Omega: A 9ct yellow gold cased automatic wristwatch, ref 161, 
serial no. 254xx, the silvered baton dial with date aperture 
fitted 24-jewel movement cal 565, no.24235xxx, dated London 
1966, on later 9ct yellow gold gate link strap, 54.1g gross. 
Note: watch mechanism is winding on and ticking over at time 
of inspection but not checked for time keeping. 
£500-700

1062 La Roulette: an early 20th Century novelty manual wind 
roulette pocket watch, the dial with 0-32 on red and black 
markings around 'La Roulette W.K', in anodised metal case, 
51mm wide. 
Note: watch mechanism is winding on and ticking over at time 
of inspection. 
£50-100

1063 Timor Army Trade Pattern: a steel cased manual wind military 
wristwatch, the silvered arabic dial with subsidiary seconds, 
the back engraved with broad-arrow mark above ATP, 30mm 
wide, on brown leather strap. 
Note: watch mechanism is winding on and ticking over at time 
of inspection but not checked for time keeping. 
£100-200
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1064 Breitling Superocean Chronometer: a stainless steel cased 
automatic wristwatch, ref A17364, serial no. 1602xxx, limited 
edition 16xx/2000, the blue arabic and baton dial with 
subsidiary date aperture inscribed '5000ft/1500m', case 43mm 
wide, on rubber Breitling strap, boxed. 
Note: movement ticking over at them of inspection but not 
checked for time keeping. 
£1,800-2,500

1065 Cortebert A.T.P.: a steel cased manual wind wristwatch, of 
Army Trade Pattern with Arabic dial and subsidiary seconds, 
the case stamped 'A.T.P. 29595, 8126', 30mm wide, no strap. 
£80-120

1066 Reid & Sons, Newcastle on Tyne: an 18ct yellow gold cased 
hunter pocket watch, the white enamel dial fitted crown wound 
movement no.15824, the case with engraved floral scrolls, 
dated London 1874, 42mm wide, 59.7g gross. 
£200-300

1067 E. Bonnet & Fils, Geneve: an 18ct yellow gold cased open 
faced pocket watch, the gilt roman dial with floral scrolling 
design fitted a key-would movement, the leaf engraved case 
stamped '3148', 38mm wide, 36.2g gross. 
£200-300

1068 G. Graham, Cockermouth: a silver gilt cased open faced 
pocket watch, the gilt roman dial fitted key-wound movement 
no.2750, the case by Frederick Wilkins, London 1866, floral 
and engine turned decoration to case, 40mm wide, 49.2g 
gross. 
£80-120
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